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Holi Milan ceremony organized under the chairmanship of Vice-Chancellor Prof. Pathak 

Kanpur. A grand Holi Milan ceremony was organized at Chhatrapati Shahu Ji Maharaj University, 

Kanpur today. In this function was organized under the chairmanship of Vice-Chancellor Prof. 

Vinay Kumar Pathak. The harmony of Holi songs and Gulal echoed the Vice Chancellor's residence 

complex.  

University teachers and their families worked to bring this wonderful moment to life. Vice-

Chancellor Prof. Vinay Kumar Pathak said that Holi serves to paint all of us in one colour. Teaches 

all of us the lesson of unity and working together. We need to further develop and strengthen 

this living cultural heritage.  

Ayurvedacharya Dr. Vandana Pathak described the occasion as a vibrant moment for the 

university and expressed her views on the specialities of Holi. The Vice-Chancellor organized this 

program and welcomed all the family members and appealed to the people to spend time with 

brotherhood in the society by painting them in the same colour as Holi.  

Dr. Richa Mishra directed the Sangeet Sandhya organized by the Music Department of the 

University and Dr. Shubham Verma and Nishant Kumar Singh gave the accompaniment on Tabla. 

Chandra Bhushan Chaturvedi thumped the dholak. The role of former students Shiv Kamal, 

Rishabh Shukla, Ashutosh Dixit, Shubhra Singh etc. was commendable in the team performing 

melodious musical evening in the Holi Milan ceremony. The roles of Smt. Kavita Singh, Dr. Shalini 

Tripathi, Smt. Snehlata Sharma, Dr. Adarsh Tripathi, Smt. Sunila Mishra was remarkable. On this 
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occasion, the students of the department won the hearts of the audience through their unique 

presentations. Rajkumar Singh and Ashish were prominent among the invited accompaniment 

artists. Earlier this evening, people started gathering at the venue. People greeted each other 

with Holi and wished them a bright future. On this occasion, arrangements for refreshments were 

also made along with Gujhiya, the hallmark of Holi. The entire campus resonated with the songs 

of Holi. In the program Pro Vice-Chancellor Prof. Sudhir Awasthi, CDC  Director Dr. R.K. Dwivedi,  

Prof. Sanjay Swarnkar along with many teachers and their families were present at this gathering. 
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